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THE AIM:

The brief suggests the need for an 
interactive response which focuses on 1 of 3 
key areas at the Woodland Trust: 

• Woodland Protection
• Ancient Woodland Restoration
• Woodland Creation

It also specifies that it should embody the 
Woodland Trust’s ethos and spirit to create 
an engaging response which will improve 
awareness of the organisation and increase 
potential sponsers or donations. 

The brief also asks that we work on a range 
of ideas (minimum of 3) before choosing 
one to create a hi-fi prototype of and 
present to the Woodland Trust.
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RESEARCH:

My initial research was of installations 
and projects that were related to trees 
and forests, I decided that the response 
I wanted to create wouldn’t be an app or 
website. I wanted to create something 
interactive and responsive for the user so 
they would get something out of it and stick 
in their mind.

SINGING TREE: SOUNDSCAPE GARDEN

“The idea is that the lights and sounds ebb 
and flow together, a synchronised and 
mesmerising effort worthy of a medititive 
zone.”

• Users control the sounds and lights 
through an app

• They become part of the landscape and 
reflected in it by how they choose to 
interact with it.
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LIGHT WAVE CANAL

“Use your smartphone to pick and 
ornament and swipe it in the direction of 
teamLab’s Crystal Tree,  it will become a 
wave of light that spreads out to engulf the 
entire canal.”

Also, when people walk over the bridge 
spanning the canal or pass by trees besides 
the canal banks, a wave of light will be 
generated from those people.
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RESEARCH: THE WOODLAND TRUST

I did some research into the Woodland 
Trust’s key areas and after some 
presentations hosted by the organisation 
themselves, I understood a lot more about 
them and what they aim to achieve.

WOODLAND PROTECTION

Our woodland faces threats from climate 
change, increasing numbers of
pests and diseases, pollution, overgrazing, 
invasive non-native species,
and intensification of land use. 

Environmental change is happening at an
unprecedented rate.

Wildlife-rich areas have been lost and 
fragmented, many species are declining,
ecosystems are damaged and degraded. 
Our landscapes can no longer cope
with these pressures.
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ANCIENT WOODLAND RESTORATION

Ancient woodland is a descriptive term for 
the group of native woodland
habitats. These special areas have remained 
as woodland for many centuries
and their soils are relatively undisturbed by 
people.

Ancient woodland now covers only around 
2 per cent of the UK. Much of what
remains has been damaged by planting 
with non-native conifers or colonisation
by invasive species.
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WOODLAND CREATION

The planting of new trees and woodland 
close to existing wildlife-rich areas such
as ancient woods or concentrations of 
ancient trees. This buffers them from the
impacts of neighbouring land use and 
connects existing habitats.

There are many competing demands on our 
land. However, integrating trees and
woodland into urban areas or farmland can 
bring great benefits such as urban
cooling, shade and shelter, minimising run-
off from fields, and reducing the
impact of flooding. Street trees, trees in 
hedgerows, and small copses or shelter
belts all contribute to creating more 
resilient landscapes.
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IDEAS GENERATION: IDEA 1

My second idea is based on Augmented 
Reality, I wanted to focus on assisting 
the Woodland Trust with their hedgerow 
mission. The main reason behind wanting 
to use AR was that it offers the ability to 
create virtual reality within reality and I think 
it could be a good way to engage with 
younger children especially.

The idea is a game that the Woodland Trust 
can take with them when they visit schools 
starting tree planting projects. Hedgerows 
are something they educate about and 
I think it would be very stimulating for 
children to be able to see the hedgerows 
and trees they have planted, growing in 
front of them. This way they would be 
able to see what their efforts will become 
without having to wait months for it. 
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THE HEDGEROW MISSION

The woodland trust want to plant 
hedgerows to connect different areas of 
wildlife, as well as creating safe paths for 
creatures such as birds, bees and insects to 
move along. 

Hedges provide wildlife corridors, 
facilitating the movement of species 
through landscapes and from one habitat 
patch to another. Some species, such as the 
hazel dormouse, Muscardinus avellanarius, 
struggle to cross large open areas like 
farmed fields. 

Therefore, if there is no wildlife-friendly 
feature connecting one piece of habitat to 
another they are not able to move through 
the landscape. This can be particularly 
problematic if, for example, their habitat 
patch becomes too fragmented or 
unsuitable to live in and they need to find 
alternatives to survive.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 2

For this idea I used Augmented Reality 
software called Aurasma, in this software 
you can use a trigger image to begin an 
animation or conjure a 3D object. 

I used it to make a 3D object appear over 
the markers I designed. The markers 
were based on wildlife that use hedges to 
travel along, this could be taken further by 
adding animations relating to the markers 
and this could be turned into a game. 

In the Documentation folder for this project 
I have included a video of this working. 
The issue I faced with it was that it isn’t very 
powerful and so this meant it couldn’t pick 
up the marker from much more than half a 
metre away. Making it difficult to augment 
an entire hedge with animations. However, 
it is possible. These images above are screenshots where I have tested 

the software to see if augmenting hedges over markers is 
possible, as you can see it is. 
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IDEAS GENERATION: IDEA 2

My third idea is similar to my second in that 
again it uses Augmented Reality in order to 
give the user an interactive experience. 

The way I see it working is that the user will 
be able to use an app which will augment 
wildlife and woodland features anywhere 
the app is used. The main point behind this 
is that the user will begin to connect with 
wildlife and nature again by seeing wildlife 
merge with their everyday surroundings. 

I think this would be really good to use in a 
city where wildlife isn’t very clear to see or 
find because of commercial and residential 
development. 

This idea utilises hardware and software 
to be released in 2016, Google’s Project 
Tango. 
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PROJECT TANGO

Project Tango is a Google technology 
platform that uses computer vision 
to enable mobile devices, such as 
smartphones and tablets, to detect their 
position relative to the world around them 
without using GPS or other external signals. 

This allows application developers to 
create user experiences that include indoor 
navigation, 3D mapping, measurement 
of physical spaces, recognition of known 
environments, augmented reality, and 
windows into virtual 3D worlds.

This software and hardware would be able 
to detect surroundings within the users 
home to then overlay plants and wildlife. 

I have included a concept sketch in the 
‘Idea 2’ folder that illustrates a basic version 
of what I imagine this to be like.
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IDEAS GENERATION: IDEA 3

My first idea was inspired by researching 
advertising campaigns, I decided that I 
wanted to try and aid the woodland trust in 
their campaign to reach younger audiences. 
This way they would hopefully generate 
more donations and raise more awareness 
with a demographic they struggled to 
captivate. 

My idea for this was to make use of 
Snapchat’s advertising campaigns.

What is Snapchat?

Snapchat is an image messaging 
application, it runs on smartphones and 
the image is destroyed after 10 seconds of 
being opened. 

Snaps provide a personal window into the 
way you and your friends see the world.
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What is a Snapchat advertising 
campaign?

A snapchat ad campaign is one that runs 
within the app, there is a section on one of 
the menus that allows the user to browse 
advertisements for anything from movie 
releases to magazines. 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 

A good example of how effective Snapchat 
ad campaigns can be is how the WWF 
made use of it. The World Wildlife Fund 
banked on Snapchat’s core function, 
messages that disappear after 10 seconds. 

This was to illustrate the disappearance of 
endangered species around the world.

The result of this was that within 3 days, 
they generated their month’s target for 
donations. 
 

Why a Snapchat advertising campaign?

I think Snapchat is one of the best ways to 
reach a younger demographic because 
70% of people worldwide that use 
Snapchat are aged between 16 and 34. 

When you combine that with the fact that 
Snapchat ad campaigns are estimated to 
reach 16 millions users a day and over 8 
billion video views a day, it would be an 
effective way for the Woodland Trust to 
engage with a younger audience.

Also by using Snapchat the experience 
will be completely interactive, instantly 
responsive and engaging. 
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My idea is to create a Snapchat ‘lens’ filter, 
this will merge the user’s features with 
a tree. There would be animations and 
woodland themed features in it as well. 

The point of this is to:

• Bring awareness of the conneciton 
between humans and trees to a younger 
generation.

• Generate donations/income for the 
Woodland Trust.

• Generate awareness of their organisation 
and its goals.

I wanted to tie this in with the Woodland 
Trust further by using Native British trees 
such as Oak, Ash and Birch. 

As these trees are different sizes, the facial 
recognition software within the app could 
detect different sized faces and this could 
determine which tree it would merge the 
user’s face with.

This is the interface for Snapchat, the circles 
at the bottom below ‘Store’ are the ‘lenses’, 
these can be bought but there are free ones 
offered as well. 

I propose one of two ways this can be 
utilised to aid the Woodland Trust:

1. The ‘lens’ could be bought for 99p, with 
over 16 million users this would mean 
that roughly £16m could be generated in 
a day.

2. At the end of the animation, the button 
for the ‘lens’ could be pressed again to 
take you to the Woodland Trust donations 
page, from here users can donate custom 
amounts. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

My third idea is the one I decided to carry 
through with and finish, I felt like it would 
benefit the Woodland Trust the most out of 
my three ideas.

I already knew facial tracking was possible 
as Snapchat’s app uses it, however I looked 
into the code for assurance it was possible. 

The program I looked at was Processing, 
using algorithms it is possible to track facial 
features and apply them in code. Allowing 
the user’s face to be tracked using the front 
camera for example. 

I have included a video in the 
Documentation folder for this project that 
shows me using the face tracking sketch, I 
cover my eye to hide it, making the sketch 
fail to track my eye. I then remove my hand 
to allow the tracking and it places an image 
over my face. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

I started off with a basic 3D head model 
to start my ‘tree-ified’ concept. I then 
duplicated it to compare the next technique 
I used after applying an image of Oak bark 
to a texture on the model.

On the right I used a bump map, this means 
that it takes the dark colours on an image 
and uses them to create a bumpy texture on 
the surface. I thought it might work well and 
give the result of a tree bark skin however it 
didn’t turn out how I intended.

Therefore, I used the model on the left. 
From here I began to divide the face up 
into lots of triangles, this is because it would 
allow me to edit the face in detail in making 
it look more realistically like a tree. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

When it came to shaping the face model I 
also tried out a different technique where 
it adds multiple sub-divisions in order to 
break it up and make it easier to edit. Whilst 
the extra faces, edges and vertices would 
be helpful, it made the program crash 
often and it would have made it very time-
consuming to manipulate each piece. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

Here is a comparison of the two ways I 
could have begun editing my tree face, by 
using less sub-divisions it made it much 
easier to get the effect I was going for.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

This is a close up of the bump mapping 
technique I referred to earlier, as you can 
see it is very rough, a bit more than I was 
hoping for so I decided to edit it in detail 
myself.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

In the screenshot to my right I am dividing 
up the image I used to help me create a 
bark texture, I used a tool that allows you to 
draw edges and connect points up. 

Using this tool I drew around the cracks in 
the bark, this made it easier to raise and 
lower the parts I wanted to as I knew the 
cracks would be lower than the bark. 

In the screenshot on the following page you 
can see the rest of the face where I’ve lined 
the cracks. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

This is a screenshot of the tree parts to my 
face model, creating these was easier than I 
thought but they were tedious to position in 
the form of a tree. 

I started off with basic cylinders, using the 
insert edge loop tool I created points where 
I wanted the tree branch to bend. Once I 
had these set up I just had to move their X 
and Y position. I also scaled down the edge 
loops to make them thinner towards the 
top.

I kept these trees relatively undetailed 
because on a phone screen, their details 
will be missed and it will also reduce the 
amount of processing power required 
to run the animation. This will be useful 
for users that don’t have powerful 
smartphones. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

Here I repeated the same process for the 
other two trees, to merge them into the face 
model I used the combine tool.

After this I just had to neaten out the 
connecting bits on top of the face model. 
By adding extra edges and vertices I could 
sculpt a smooth transition, making them 
look like they grew out of it. 

Then it was just a case of positioning them 
apart and evenly to allow space for the 
leaves to be added. Once everything was 
in place, I applied the same material to the 
trees to make them blend in with the face. 

On the following page I have included 
a screenshot where I am fine tuning the 
vertices to sculpt the face into the trees. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

To create the leaves on the trees, I found a 
flat image of an Oak tree leaf and turned it 
into an Adobe Illustrator path file. 

This was then taken into Maya and with the 
‘Create Adobe Illustrator Object’ tool, it 
made a 3D leaf to be placed on the model. 

After this it was a case of duplicating the 
leaf and positioning them around the tree 
branches. I also edited the ambient colour 
for each leaf so that they looked slightly 
different and give a more realistic look 
as you can see in the screenshot I have 
included on the next page.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: IDEA 3

After this I created a concept video that 
displayed how I envisioned the ‘lens’ being 
used. To do this I captured a video of myself 
opening Snapchat and started the interface 
up. From there it was a case of placing 
the Woodland Trust logo in and adding 
animations/sounds to the experience.

This was also what I presented to the 
Woodland Trust to communicate my idea. 
I have included this concept video on the 
following page.
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EVALUATION

After completing this project I am very 
happy with my final outcome, I feel like I 
have answered the brief and that my idea 
was very sound in accomplishing what 
I wanted to with this idea. I believe that 
my chosen medium, Snapchat, would be 
a perfectly viable choice in reaching a 
younger demographic to raise awareness 
and increase potential donations. 

The only setback I found to my idea was 
that a Snapchat advertising campaign costs 
£300,000 a day to run. Whilst this is very 
steep, the return on reaching 16 million 
users could be at least 40x what they spend 
on it. 

If I critically analyse my final solution, the bit 
I like most about it is how it looks in the app 
as it has been designed to be of a similar 
quality of the others available to users. I 
am also happy with how the ‘tree-ified’ 
face looked in the end, my technique of 
tweaking the 3D face based on the image 
texture I had applied to it worked very well. 

However if I was to do this again, I would 
have spent more time editing the trees at 
the top. Whilst I was happy with the leaves 
to an extent, I feel if more time was spent 
on them I could have done more with them 
like animate them for example. I would also 
have managed my time better to get round 
to creating other versions of my idea, for 
example creating the other tree versions to 
present to the Woodland Trust.

To comment on my presentations, I feel 
like my first presentation could have been 
better as I was nervous but the presentation 
itself should have been designed with more 
time spent on it. Lee’s feedback to me was 
helpful, he suggested some good ideas 
such as possibly an animal series. 
 
On the other hand I was very happy with 
how the final one went as I was very 
confident in my ability to sell the idea to 
them. 
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